
R-E-S-P-E-C-T. Respect. Respeto, in spanish. 

This was what Aretha Franklin sang. And we suggest you use it as a background music when
reading this post. 

Respect is the very least thing you can demand from the ones who judge the work of architects
running for public competitions. Respect for those who sweat their own blood working for free
offering their very soul printed in two (or more) Din A1. 

This respect implies that all proposals should be taken in consideration. Should be analized with
enough time. They must be read, from the lemma, placed in the upper left corner, to the las letter in
the last grapich scale on the lower right corner. All of them. Even though they suck. Even tough
they are so, so bad. Even though they are full to the roof with balaustrades.

¿Guess Why? You are right. Out of RESPECT to those who devote themselves in body and soul to a
non paid job so politicians of all kinds can appear in front of the media boasting about “Great
participations” and “Competition success”. 

The last case we have received is made out of true repulsive burocracy. A clear example of the
respect the public administration holds for our job. Read. And get frightened: 

Let's imagine an architect, Laura Alvarez, who runs for a competition to build the new civic center
for the Ajerquia in Cordoba, organized by EPSA and the Cordoba Townhall. Laura lives in Holland,
but she is interested in taking part in the competition, and the competiton rules allow the possibility.
Like all of you who have runned for a competetion know, Laura works against her health, her
schedule, and her money to design a proposal that presents the best her abilities have to offer, with
no other payment tan the possibility of being judged in equity and justice. 

Never the less, when the competition has ben ruled and then (Wich is surreal by itself) the list of
admitted proposals is published, Laura finds out her project lemma is not in it. 

Her work hasn't been judged. It hasn't been taken under consideration. She has lost months of hard
work in a proposal nobody has wanted to have a look at. 

¿Why?

Well, you all, who have runned for competitions, know that the panels can be delivered by mail,
provided that you send a fax to the competition organization office with the delivery receipt, within
the competition final date and hour. 

Public administration in Spain demands this must be made through Correos y Telegrafos de España.
A former public service now transformed in an Anonimous Society (incorporated) with all its stocks
in the hands of the governtment. If your delivery is trusted to a private company (such as UPS or
SEUR) the delivery should have the consideration of a hand delivery and therefore must arrive
within the time provided, even though you sent the receipt matching the one in your package. 

Leaving this surrealism aside, Laura used the only public postal company in Holland, TNT. So she
faxed her receipt in time and sent her package via TNT. 

So, the fax arrives on time to the organization office, even including a note from laura explaining
that TNT is the only public company in Holland for big packages, (And two Din A1 is no joke in
size) The package arrives a day later. 



¿Why has Laura's work been dicharted in a so cheap and carefree way?

According to the organization office for two reasons:

1.- Because TNT is according to their standards a private company. 

2.- Because Laura's name appeared in the receipt for the delivery. 

Let's analize both points:

1.- TNT is, as is Correos in Spain, the universal dutch postal service provider. It comes from the
privatization in 1989 of the state postal company, that changed its name to Koninklijke PTT
Nederland N.V. (PTT). The Dutch state retained some of the stocks and a golden share. The
company went on the stock exchange market in 1994, and then split in two, KPN for
telecomunications, and TPG for postal mail. TPG changed its name in 2005 to TNT, and it remains
in holland as the only public (as in state owned) postal company. 

2.- Let us make a little personal contribution for this one. Some of us in n+1 have been competition
secretaries, and we have received packages with names on the receipt for the simple reason that
international deliveries can't be made without a name for the remittent. No matter how much you
negociate it, as the conditions for the competition say. It is the law, and its as simple to solve as
getting a big black edding marker and blackening the name, or even easier unpacking the proposal.. 

Thats the reason competition secretaries have no vote in jurys. Because those who unpack aren't the
ones who judge. Its labour is to make the competiton run flawless, make sure that all packages are
there and of course make sure that the work is judged with justice. It isn't, truly, this burocratic
passion that asumes mischievously that men is made to serve the law, and not the other way around.

And, let's be real here, if anyone has an interest in getting a comission in a competition by
tampering the jury, has much more direct and dirty ways to do it than having its name written in the
delivery receipt. Here in n+1, with some scars and years on our backs, we know what we are talking
about. In fact, a quick search in the spanish official architect database offers 4 results for “Laura
Alvarez” ¿Have the members of the organization hired “The mentalist” to know wich one sent the
package? ¿What would had happened if Laura had delivered the package herself? The competiton
rules say nothing about it, she could have done it openly with no trouble at all. We have ourselves
done this quite a lot of times in seceral competitons, and we promise we weren't wearing a ski
mask. 

So let's sum up. Laura sent her work using a public state-owned postal service (Wether it likes it or
not to the competiton organization, TNT is in holland the equivalent of Correos in Spain), She sent
it on time. And the only reason her name appeared in the receipt was because it's the law for
international deliveries. 

Competiton secretaries are there to help the participating architects. To understand that the work is
what's inside the package and that that's what should be important, instead of this obvious love for
burocracy. 

But the final result is that Laura is out, that her work won't even be unpacked. And all because of
the lack of respect that comes from not taking the minimum interest in finding out if TNT is the
universal postal service provider for Holland. The lack of respect that comes from the paranoia that
supposes that a name  in a package receipt is there to corrupt the procedure and not because it's the



law and a request from the postal company. 

Respect. Respect for Laura's work, for anyone's. Because the other way is simply incomprehensible.
The other way means playing with the ilusions and hard work of those who are willing to work for
free for you. Yes, for you, don't get this the other way, its architects like Laura who make you a
favour, you dear public administrations, runnig for your competitions without getting paid. 

Laura has challenged the competition decision, we wish her all the luck in the world. This is not
about that she wants to win. Not about that she wants to be caliph instead of the caliph. This is
about that the minimum those who receive the generosity of a competiton runners can do is to
respond with gravitas, with professionality. Is not much to ask in exchange for what competitors are
willing to offer, and that's a lot. 

Because, in the end, like Orson Welles said to Mnackiewitz about “Citizen Kane”, the ones that
frighten us, can't be a bunch of burocrats. 

And because like Aretha said: Respect, Just a little bit mister. 


